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1. Introduction
The abstract has a maximum length of one page
A4, including all figures, tables, and references.
It should be written in two column format.
2. Materials and Methods
The margins of the document are included in
table 1. Keep the header and footer empty and
do not add page numbers.
Top Margin
2.5 cm
Bottom Margin
2.5 cm
Right Margin
2.5 cm
Left Margin
2.5cm
Table 1: Margins of the document corresponding to
an A4 paper. Font size of the table legend and table
content should be 10.

For text, use Times New Roman font size 11.
Paragraphs must be justified, without
indentations. Use single line spacing without
any spacing before or after a paragraph. Include
an empty line between paragraphs.
The author list is also Times New Roman font
size 11, centred. Add one empty line between
the title and the author list. Next, include the
affiliation list, centred and in New Times
Roman font size 11 in italic. Add one empty line
between the author list and the affiliations.
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The section headers are Bold, size 11. The main
text start immediately below the section header,
so do not add an empty line.
Finally add the full correspondence details of
the corresponding author in Times New Roman
font size 10, and justified. Allow for one empty
line between the affiliation list and the
correspondence line. Finally, add an empty line
after the correspondence information.
3. Results
Be aware that the figures (Fig. 1) will both be
available as a PDF file (colour pictures) and
printed, in black and white, in the book of
abstracts. So please make sure your pictures
also look good in print.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
List references in order of appearance in the
main text. Cross reference in the main text
should be in square brackets [1] and [2,3]. In the
reference list, number the references
accordingly. For the reference list, use font size
10.
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Figure 1: Use font size 10 for figure captions. The
figure should be centred and caption justified.

Use also font size 11 for equations and number
them with round brackets. The cross-reference
to equations should be without brackets, Eq. 1.
Same comment to figures and tables.
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